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WHEATON—About 1,000 National Guardsmen, state troopers and DuPage County Sheriff’s Police have sealed off major thoroughfares between Cook and DuPage counties in response to the insurgency of Liberal Loud Mouths (LLM’s) believed to be originating from the city of Chicago.

The abduction, verbal berating and safe return of a Wheaton College librarian last week “crossed civil lines” according to county Commander & Chief Bobby Shill. This incident prompted Shill to use excessive force in protecting the peaceful but sneaky lifestyles of conservative DuPage residents.

“Our communities are deeply concerned with these assaults,” Shill said. “A liberal mind set has no place here.”

Road blocks line I-55, I-88, I-90, I-355, I-294, North & Ogden avenues, Roosevelt and Butterfield roads. Vehicles getting the most scrutiny are Saturns, Volvos, VW Beetles, really shiny Isuzu Troopers and anything with Grateful Dead decals.

“It’s difficult to safeguard all entry points,” Shill added. “We block one corridor, they find another.”

Priscilla Softwick, a librarian at Buswell Memorial Library for umpteen years, remains secluded in her condo recovering from her overnight haranguing. Neighbors say she is still in shock after receiving a face full of liberal claptrap while being tied—but not blind folded—to a bean bag chair in an undisclosed location.

“She told me the doors were locked and that there were photographs of Bush administration victims all over the walls,” Josephine Pembroker, a neighbor of Softwick, said. “She tried to raise her voice but the bushy haired men in blue suits and dark sunglasses just got louder.”

These men in blue suits have no known leader. Mayor Daley has vehemently denied any connection between his goons and the LLM’s.

“Itz my understandin dat mosta dees guys don’t belong ta no yoonyun,” Daley said. “How wood I nose hoo der boss iz?”

No LLM’s have been captured so far. In public places they wear preppy clothes to avoid being detected by typical DuPage residents. Then, suddenly, in a sidewalk clearing—be it a mall court yard or outside a downtown Starbucks—LLM members begin shouting political diatribes along these lines:

“We need to come together as a people, as a nation—to start caring for each other again. A slight raise in taxes is worth it. What we need are more programs ... more programs ... more programs!!!” They then run away, blending in with the crowds.

Surprisingly enough, the LLM’s have a website: www.LLM.scum/hippy, but none of the links lead anywhere. A butch spokesperson from the borderline defunct DuPage Democratic Party also denies any allegiance to the LLM’s.

“We have our own problems,” Jane Doe said. “They may be better organized but this in no way means we support their extremely interesting tactics.”

--Leslie Sudderholm